
July 21, 2022

The Honorable Joseph V. Cuffari
DHS Inspector General
Office of Inspector General/Mail Stop 0305
Attn: Office of Investigations - Hotline
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
245 Murray Lane SW Washington, DC 20528-0305
dhs-oig.officepublicaffairs@oig.dhs.gov

Peter Mina, Officer for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties
Compliance Branch, Dept. of Homeland Security/Mail Stop #0190
2707 Martin Luther King, Jr. Avenue, SE
Washington, DC 20528-0190
CRCLCompliance@hq.dhs.gov
Peter.Mina@hq.dhs.gov

David Gersten, Acting Ombudsman
Office of the Immigration Detention Ombudsman/Mail Stop #0134
U.S. Dept. of Homeland Security
Washington, D.C. 20593
David.Gersten@hq.dhs.gov

Garrett Ripa, Field Office Director
Miami Field Office, Immigration and Customs Enforcement
U.S. Department of Homeland Security
865 SW 78th Avenue, Suite 101
Plantation, FL 33324
Garrett.J.Ripa@ice.dhs.gov

RE: Multi-Individual Complaint re: Baker County Detention Center for Inhumane
Conditions - Physical Assault, Medical Neglect, Verbal Abuse, Racialized
Harassment and Targeting, COVID-19 Negligence, and Retaliation
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Dear DHS Inspector General Cuffari, Civil Rights Officer Mina, Acting Ombudsman Gersten,
and ICE Miami Field Office Director Ripa:

The following organizations–Americans for Immigrant Justice (AIJ), Freedom for
Immigrants (FFI), Immigrant Action Alliance (IAA), Doctors for Camp Closure, Hope
CommUnity Center, American Friends Service Committee Florida, Florida Immigrant Coalition,
United We Dream, The Farmworker Association of Florida, The Grey Tea Kettle Chaplaincy
Support, Detention Watch Network, Faith in Florida, The Orlando Center for Justice,
Sachamama, The Florida Policy Institute, Black Alliance for Just Immigration (BAJI), and
Florida Student Power–submit this multi-individual civil rights complaint on behalf of 15
individuals currently or formerly detained at the Baker County Detention Center (“Baker”), and
the 100+ individuals who have contacted our organizations for help:

1. Marlissa Joseph (A# - -  COO: Bahamas
2. Samantha Lindsay (A# - -  COO: Jamaica
3. Cosme Frias (A# - -  COO: Dominican Republic
4. Travis Russell (A# - -  COO: Jamaica
5. Saleem Sabassa ( - -  COO: Trinidad and Tobago
6. Petrona Lopez (A# - -  COO: Guatemala
7. Rodney Martin (A# - -  COO: Jamaica
8. Eric Martinez (A# - -  COO: Colombia
9. Jose Humberto Lopez Pleitez (A# - -  COO: El Salvador
10. Guillermo De Leon Serrabi (A# - -  COO: El Salvador
11. Delroy Grant1

12. Anonymous
13. Anonymous
14. Anonymous
15. Anonymous

Individuals detained at Baker are experiencing a range of abuses, including excessive use
of force and physical assaults, extreme medical neglect, racist harassment and targeting,
retaliation, impediments to accessing legal counsel, and lack of adequate hygiene, food, or
COVID-19 safety measures. We urge the Office of the Inspector General and the DHS Office for
Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (“CRCL”), pursuant to its authority under 6 U.S.C. § 345, to
immediately:

1. Recommend that ICE permanently terminate the IGSA with Baker County, given the
extensive evidence that Baker County is unable to safely and responsibly house

1 This individual has elected to proceed under pseudonym due to concerns of retaliation following the
submission of this complaint.
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immigrants in ICE detention in compliance with the National Detention Standards and
the United States Constitution;

2. Recommend the immediate release of all individuals suffering at Baker while closure is
considered, with priority to all individuals detained over 180 days; those who are
medically vulnerable, including but not limited to those who may be subject to release
pursuant to Fraihat v. ICE; and those who have been targeted or suffered retaliation after
bravely going public with their experience at Baker;

3. Ensure protection from retaliation for all complaint participants, including stays of
deportation for those remaining in ICE custody at Baker and protection from
redetainment for those living in community;

4. Ensure accountability by investigating the abuses at Baker through unannounced
inspections; interviews with impacted individuals; and a thorough review of medical
records, video surveillance footage, and any and all other evidence substantiating the
complaints about Baker, holding accountable those legally responsible for their
wrongdoing.

This complaint includes direct testimony from 15 individuals currently and formerly
detained at Baker. Some of these individuals are anonymous due to concerns about retaliation,
but they are willing to be identified to certain parties in the case of a formal investigation. Their
testimony clearly demonstrates that conditions at Baker place people’s lives in danger and violate
the National Detention Standards,2 the COVID-19 protocols and guidance issued by ICE and the
CDC, and the U.S. Constitution.3 ICE and the Baker County Sheriff's Office staff who oversee
the jail have been made aware of significant human rights violations within the facility for over
ten years, suggesting that they are unable and unwilling to address these abuses.4 All parties to
the Intergovernmental Service Agreement are contractually responsible and legally liable for
unconstitutional and inhumane conditions that violate the National Detention Standards and the
United States Constitution.

4 There have been reports on the conditions at Baker since 2012. See Romy Lerner, Baker County Jail,
Florida: Expose & Close, Detention Watch Network (November 2012),
https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/sites/default/files/reports/DWN%20Expose%20and%20Close%2
0Baker%20County.pdf.

3 2019 National Detention Standards for Non-Dedicated Facilities, U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, https://www.ice.gov/doclib/detention-standards/2019/nds2019.pdf. (hereinafter "2019
NDS"); U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Enforcement and Removal Operations COVID-19
Pandemic Response Requirements (Version 9.0, June 13, 2022),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/coronavirus/eroCOVID19responseReqsCleanFacilities.pdf. (hereinafter
"PRR"); Interim Guidance on Management of Coronavirus Disease 2019 (COVID-19) in Correctional
and Detention Facilities, Center for Disease Control and Prevention (Updated May 13, 2022)
https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/community/correction-detention/guidance-correctional-deten
tion.html. (hereinafter "CDC Guidance").

2 Pursuant to the Intergovernmental Service Agreement, Baker County Detention Center is subject to the
2019 National Detention Standards.
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Numerous complaints have surfaced about the conditions at Baker over many years, and
this spring these complaints began to rise in both volume and gravity. These complaints show
persistent patterns of:

● Medical neglect and abuse;
● Racialized harassment, verbal abuse, and targeting;
● Excessive use of force and physical assaults including beatings and the unwarranted use

of pepper spray and restraints;
● Lack of COVID-19 precautions, including lack of personal protective equipment (PPE),

sanitation, soap and other hygiene products; overcrowding that makes social distancing
impossible;

● Unsanitary conditions and denial of basic hygiene and cleaning supplies;
● Lack of edible food and clean drinking water;
● Impediments to access to counsel;
● Arbitrary and retaliatory use of solitary confinement;
● Retaliation and intimidation for public exposure of harm;
● Multiple suicide attempts of people detained at Baker;5 and,
● Multiple unresolved investigations of death in Baker custody.6

6 Press Release, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Russian National in ICE Custody Passes Away
at Florida Hospital (Dec. 3, 2018),
https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/russian-national-ice-custody-passes-away-florida-hospital.; U.S.
Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Detainee Death Report: OWEN, Ben
James, U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, ENFORCEMENT AND REMOVAL
OPERATIONS (Feb. 27, 2020), https://www.aila.org/File/Related/18121905r.pdf (last accessed
June 7, 2022).; Jim McGauley, Suspect in Alleged Gas Station Attack Died at County Jail, The Baker
County Press (Apr. 2022), https://bakercountypress.com/2022/04/alleged-gas-station-attack/.

5 See, Office of Detention Oversight, Compliance Inspection Enforcement and Removal Operations
Miami Field Office Baker County Detention Center Macclenny, Florida, U.S. Dep’t Homeland Security at
7 (Aug. 2013),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/foia/odo-compliance-inspections/2013-baker_county_detention_center_compl
iance_inspection_report_8-6-13_to_8-8-13.pdf.
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When people detained at Baker have publicly exposed the types of harm listed above, retaliation
and intimidation have swiftly followed. People detained at Baker have repeatedly engaged in
peaceful hunger strikes over the years,7 to protest the conditions described herein, and they have
been met with severe retaliation, including shutting off running water, solitary confinement,
assault, and seemingly retaliatory deportations. One of the individuals named on this complaint
was swiftly deported after organizing a public petition signed by over 130 individuals - almost
the entire immigration portion of the detention center - detailing off-camera assault, racist
treatment, lack of COVID protections, and more. It is therefore crucial for oversight agencies not
only to respond to the conditions at the facility but also to ensure safety and due process for those
coming forward in public exposure.

We will address the conditions above in turn and begin by offering a brief history of the
longstanding issues at Baker.

I. Background on Public Exposure of Harm at Baker

“In all the time that I have been incarcerated, I have never seen people with such hate in
their hearts” - Anonymous

In 2009, Baker County Sheriff’s Office (“BCSO”) began detaining immigrants for ICE
under a contract with the federal government. Not long into BCSO’s tenure as a collaborator in
the ICE detention and deportation system, detained people, community members, and advocates
began to ring the alarm bells about the abusive and dangerous conditions at Baker, calling for the
jail to be shuttered for good. For example, in 2012, after interviewing men and women at the jail,
a national detention abolition organization Detention Watch Network and Florida-based legal
service groups demanded the immediate termination of the contract between ICE and Baker
County.8 ACLU National more recently called upon the Biden Administration for Baker's closure
due to egregious conditions.9 For over ten years, ICE and DHS oversight bodies have ignored
ongoing calls for intervention and closure, placing the approximately 170 individuals currently
detained at Baker at risk.

9 Press Release, American Civil Liberties Union, ACLU Calls on Biden Administration to Shut Down
ICE Detention Facilities (Apr. 28, 2021),
https://www.aclu.org/press-releases/aclu-calls-biden-administration-shut-down-ice-detention-facilities.

8 Romy Lerner, Baker County Jail, Florida: Expose & Close, Detention Watch Network (November
2012),
https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/sites/default/files/reports/DWN%20Expose%20and%20Close%2
0Baker%20County.pdf.

7 See, Office of Detention Oversight, Compliance Inspection Enforcement and Removal Operations Miami
Field Office Baker County Detention Center Macclenny, Florida, U.S. Dep’t Homeland Security at 5
(Aug. 2013),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/foia/odo-compliance-inspections/2013-baker_county_detention_center_compl
iance_inspection_report_8-6-13_to_8-8-13.pdf.
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For years, the same violations and abhorrent conditions have been named: poor nutrition
and hygiene; medical neglect and inadequate mental health care; punitive use of solitary
confinement; numerous incidents of physical abuse, often in retaliation for requests or
complaints; violation of religious freedom; barriers to legal access; and pervasive racist and
anti-immigrant harassment.

These conditions have had dire consequences. For example, on or around November 30,
2018, a Russian man detained in ICE custody at Baker died of cardiac-related issues.10 On
January 25, 2020, Ben James Owens died by alleged suicide in ICE custody at Baker,11 with ICE
and BCSO alerting his wife of his death an entire three days after Ben’s passing. Following his
death, ICE allegedly failed to conduct the required psychological forensic autopsy.12 Most
recently, Kellen Dupree, detained in county custody, died at Baker on April 26, 2022.13 The
cause of death remains under investigation. The disregard for the lives of those detained,
especially at places like Baker, is abundantly clear.

Despite the lack of meaningful oversight and constant threat of retaliation against those
who speak up about abuses, people detained at Baker continue to share their experiences at the
jail with community groups and advocates, and peacefully resist through petitions and hunger
strikes. In February, women detained at Baker started to research the standards that the detention
center is required to meet and drafted a ten-plus page petition that circulated in the facility for
detained people to sign (see Appendix A). 14 With nearly 40 signatures, the petition demands
better treatment of detained people, including release, starting with those with high-risk
COVID-19 comorbidities, and an end to the use of solitary confinement as punishment.

Approximately 100 detained men launched a hunger strike at the beginning of May 2022
to protest the abusive conditions. This strike was accompanied by a packet received by Freedom
for Immigrants on May 5, 2022, which included a recent petition signed by over 130 individuals

14 Immigration Clinic Students Uncover Startling Inhumane Conditions at Florida Detention Center,
Miami Law Staff Report, University of Miami School of Law (last accessed July 17, 2022),
https://www.law.miami.edu/news/2022/may/immigration-clinic-students-uncover-startling-inhumane-con
ditions-florida-detention-0.

13 Jim McGauley, Suspect in Alleged Gas Station Attack Died at County Jail, The Baker County Press
(Apr. 2022), https://bakercountypress.com/2022/04/alleged-gas-station-attack/.

12 First Amended Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief, Owen v. ICE, No. 2:22-cv-00550, ECF
58 at 6-7 (C.D. CA Apr. 29, 2022).

11 See U.S. Immigration and Customs Enforcement (ICE) Detainee Death Report: OWEN, Ben
James, U.S. IMMIGRATION AND CUSTOMS ENFORCEMENT, ENFORCEMENT AND REMOVAL
OPERATIONS (Feb. 27, 2020), https://www.aila.org/File/Related/18121905r.pdf (last accessed
June 7, 2022).

10 Press Release, Immigration and Customs Enforcement, Russian National in ICE Custody Passes Away
at Florida Hospital (Dec. 3, 2018),
https://www.ice.gov/news/releases/russian-national-ice-custody-passes-away-florida-hospital.
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in seven housing units, supporting evidence, and requests for immediate help (Appendix B). The
hunger strike was met with swift retaliation, including lockdowns and cutting off access to
drinking and toilet water for both men and women for days. As stated, some who participated
have since been deported in alleged retaliation, sending a chilling effect throughout the detention
center.

This multi-individual civil rights complaint synthesizes the record of complaints,
conditions reports,15 lawsuits,16 and petitions all highlighting the need for immediate intervention
as the horrific conditions at Baker are beyond reform. The violations and mistreatment detailed
below are part of a long pattern of abuse those in ICE custody at Baker have been experiencing
and reporting since the jail’s opening as an immigration prison.

II. List of Abuses at Baker

A. Physical Abuse and Excessive Use of Force

“It was a living hell.” - Eric Martinez

Individuals currently and formerly detained at Baker report that officers and guards
regularly use excessive force, violence, verbal abuse, and pepper spray to arbitrarily punish,
humiliate, and intimidate–often resulting in serious injury. People detained at Baker are also
regularly put in restraints any time they leave the dorm area; for example, to go to the medical
department or to a legal visit. This treatment has been documented for years and is contrary to
ICE policy, including the National Detention Standards.

Individual reports of physical assault made to complaint signatories spanning a
multi-year time frame are provided in detail below. As recently as May 23, 2022, a published
Miami Law Staff Report from the University of Miami School of Law, which details client
interviews from an April 1, 2022 site visit, states that Alejandra Gonzalez, a second-year clinic
student, “reported that one man told her he was pepper-sprayed and beaten over the head for
knocking on the door to ask a correctional officer a question. ‘He told me he has a skull fracture
from when the guard attacked him and that Baker never treated him,’ said Gonzalez.”17 Formal

17 Immigration Clinic Students Uncover Startling Inhumane Conditions at Florida Detention Center,
Miami Law Staff Report, University of Miami School of Law (last accessed July 17, 2022),

16 See First Amended Complaint for Injunctive and Declaratory Relief, Owen v. ICE, No. 2:22-cv-00550,
ECF 58 at 6-7 (C.D. CA Apr. 29, 2022).

15 Shadow Prisons: Immigrant Detention in the South, Southern Poverty Law Center, 46-50 (Nov. 2016),
https://www.splcenter.org/sites/default/files/ijp_shadow_prisons_immigrant_detention_report.pdf.; see
also Romy Lerner, Baker County Jail, Florida: Expose & Close, Detention Watch Network (November
2012),
https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/sites/default/files/reports/DWN%20Expose%20and%20Close%2
0Baker%20County.pdf.
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complaints submitted previously to oversight bodies have received either cursory investigations
or none at all. Present day reports from petitions circulated by people detained, hotline reports,
and legal visits substantiate physical assault at Baker remains an alarming issue at present day.

1. Testimony of Eric Martinez documenting physical abuse

On January 23, 2019, a group of officers approached Mr. Martinez and said he would be
restrained and taken to confinement. Once they restrained him in handcuffs and began to escort
him to confinement, one of the officers grabbed the handcuffs and yanked his hands down. Mr.
Martinez said, “What’s up with that?” believing they were trying to cause him harm. The
officers rushed him and assaulted him. They then placed Mr. Martinez in a restraint chair,
tying him to the chair while he was already handcuffed, causing extreme pain and
discomfort. Then an officer, who Mr. Martinez described as heavy-set, came and put his knee
on Mr. Martinez’s stomach. Mr. Martinez felt like he was going to pass out and tried to yell
that he could not breathe. While Mr. Martinez was restrained, Sergeant Griffiths punched
him in the face with a closed fist, breaking his nose. A lawyer from Americans for Immigrant
Justice who met with Mr. Martinez in person at Krome months later reported that his nose
appeared very crooked at the top of the bridge.

After Mr. Martinez was punched, he began to bleed. An officer put a bag over Mr.
Martinez’s head so that they could cover up the blood, making it hard for him to breathe. Baker
County guards subsequently filed a false report stating they placed a bag over his head to stop
him from spitting, but Mr. Martinez adamantly denies this allegation. He was then taken to the
medical area, where he was placed in a medical cell and kept in solitary confinement in the
medical bay for about fourteen days. Mr. Martinez initiated a hunger strike to protest the
violence and retaliation carried out against him, which went on for about two weeks. While on
strike, the nurses mocked him for not eating, and ICE officers would visit him and try to
convince him to end the strike. Other officers would laugh at him whenever they walked by. Mr.
Martinez was later moved to the solitary confinement cells, where he remained in
confinement for another 45 days, approximately, without reason or justification. After the
assault, Mr. Martinez feared further retaliation and violence from the guards; he knew he was not
safe at Baker.

Mr. Martinez reported the violent assault to various groups, including the DHS Office of
the Inspector General, which came to interview him about what happened. Moreover, DHS’s
investigation of the assault was less than transparent. With the assistance of a lawyer, Mr.
Martinez sought video footage of the area where he was assaulted, including through filing a
FOIA with ICE and a subsequent appeal of that FOIA request. To date, ICE has failed to respond

https://www.law.miami.edu/news/2022/may/immigration-clinic-students-uncover-startling-inhumane-con
ditions-florida-detention-0.
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to this FOIA request, and Mr. Martinez has been denied critical evidence to substantiate his
mistreatment.

Meanwhile, high-ranking ICE officers he encountered in detention continued to tell him
that action would not be taken against the deputy that assaulted him. One Assistant Field Office
Director told Mr. Martinez that Baker Sheriff’s Office wouldn’t take action against the officers;
others commented that it was unlikely charges would be pressed against the officer involved.
Other detained men shared with Mr. Martinez that the officers at Baker were bragging about
“beating up a Colombian guy,” even after he was transferred out of the jail.

Mr. Martinez was later transferred to Krome Service Processing Center in Miami, after
which ICE repeatedly attempted to deport him without first providing surgery to repair his
broken nose. Although Mr. Martinez was able to delay his deportation and ultimately receive his
nose surgery through the support of local advocates, he never received the outcome of the OIG’s
investigation. Mr. Martinez was deported in early October 2019. Years later, Mr. Martinez
continues to demand the video footage of the assault he suffered at Baker and demand a
transparent and fair investigation. Remembering his time at Baker, he says, “It was a living hell.”

2. Testimony of Rodney Martin documenting physical abuse and extreme
medical neglect

Rodney Martin is from Jamaica and was taken into ICE custody in August 2018. In
December 2018, while at Krome, Mr. Martin suffered an injury to his foot that resulted in
shattered bone fragments, leaving him unable to walk and reliant on a wheelchair. On May 5,
2020, ICE transferred Mr. Martin from Krome to Baker in a bus that did not accommodate
a wheelchair. Four officers pulled Mr. Martin, who was restrained at his hands and waist,
from his wheelchair and dragged him up multiple steep and sharp-edged stairs of the bus,
causing serious abrasions and scrapes to his back. Once on the bus, the officers left Mr.
Martin on the floor, in the middle of the aisle. They tried to shackle his ankles too but his
fractured foot had caused serious swelling in his ankle. Mr. Martin notified the officers that he
was in pain and asked for assistance with the wounds on his backside from being dragged onto
the bus, but the officers refused to assist him or file a report.

Once the bus arrived at Baker, Mr. Martin saw that the staff had no wheelchair waiting
for him. Mr. Martin was left on the bus without air conditioning, enduring the Florida heat for
hours. Finally, a group of officers dragged Mr. Martin down the steps, once again causing injury,
and left him on the sidewalk outside the jail, shackled and in the glaring sun. Eventually, Baker
staff brought out a restraint chair, strapped him in, and brought him inside. The officers took him
to a holding cell that had nothing but a mattress on the floor; he spent several days there without
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access to a wheelchair, his medications, or medical attention for his fractured foot or injuries
sustained during transfer.

The abuses continued. One day in the holding cell, Mr. Martin was pepper sprayed by
a guard who alleged (incorrectly) that Mr. Martin had refused to take his medication. He
continued to request a wheelchair but those requests were ignored. The only way for Mr. Martin
to get to any area within the jail, like the dining area, the phones, the medical unit, or the only
handicapped-accessible shower in the jail, was to be pushed in a restraint chair by someone else;
he had no control over his own movement. Because the only handicapped-accessible shower
was located in the medical unit, the officers often forced Mr. Martin to wait between three
and five days to shower; at times, he had to wait an entire week. The abuse that Mr. Martin
suffered during his transfer to Baker and his subsequent detention at the jail was documented in a
civil rights complaint filed with DHS CRCL, multiple declarations to the federal district court in
Gayle v. Meade,18 and in letters to ICE, noting that his case included multiple violations of
Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act as well as ICE detention standards. However, ICE ignored
the calls for adequate accommodations and Mr. Martin’s release and deported him to
Jamaica.

Facilities are required by federal law, including Section 504 of the Rehabilitation Act of
1973, as amended, 29 U.S.C. § 794, to ensure that detained individuals with a disability have an
equal opportunity to participate in, access, and enjoy the benefits of the facility’s programs,
services, and activities. Such participation must be accomplished in the least restrictive and most
integrated setting possible, through the provision of reasonable accommodations, modifications,
and/or auxiliary aids and services, as necessary, and in a facility that is physically accessible.19

Mr. Martin’s experience is a clear violation of this standard.

3. Abuse of two Cuban men (anonymous)

“I honestly thought that I was going to die of suffocation.”

On March 31, 2020, two Cuban men were transferred to Baker and placed in a holding
cell with three other men while they were being processed. The room had one toilet with no
privacy, no sink for handwashing, no soap, no toilet paper, and no ability to social distance at the
height of the COVID-19 pandemic. The men repeatedly requested to use a more private toilet or
to be provided with toilet paper, but these requests were ignored. After approximately six
hours, officers barged into the cell and grabbed one of the men, who was the last to knock

19 2019 NDS, 4.7 Disability Identification, Assessment, and Accommodation, I., p. 137.

18 Declaration of Rodney Martin in Gayle v. Meade, 1:20-cv-21553-MGC, ECF 106-2 (S.D. Fla. May 20,
2020); Motion to Intervene by Rodney Martin in Gayle v. Meade, 1:20-cv-21553-MGC, ECF 238 (S.D.
Fla. July 27, 2020).
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on the door to request toilet paper. Four officers dragged him out of the cell and
handcuffed, pepper sprayed, and beat him without warning, cause, or justification.

When the second Cuban man tried to defend his friend who was being beaten, he too was
dragged out of the cell, pepper sprayed, and beaten by three officers. The two men were
subsequently restrained with restraint chairs and opaque helmet-like masks which restricted their
breathing. After an officer briefly lifted one of the masks to show the other people in the
holding cell what could happen to them if they made similar complaints, the officers took
both men to a separate room where they sat in the restraints, unable to see or breathe
normally, for approximately 20 minutes. “I honestly thought that I was going to die of
suffocation,” said one man due to the mask cutting off his clear airway. These two men were
beaten and severely abused for requesting the most basic sanitation materials. Americans for
Immigrant Justice filed a civil rights complaint on their behalf with DHS OIG and DHS CRCL,
yet the complaint went unanswered, and as far as we are aware, was not investigated.

4. Abuse of Brazilian man (anonymous)

In May 2020, a Brazilian man detained at Baker, who had a metal plate in his shoulder
due to a previous injury, was sent to the hospital because his shoulder was in pain from being
forced to sleep on the floor at the jail. The doctor at the hospital told him that he likely required
surgery. He returned to the jail with his arm in a sling, and the staff forced him to spend 24 hours
in medical observation in a cell with padded walls, claiming there was no space in the rest of the
jail. The next day he returned to the general population housing unit. Before entering the unit, a
guard ordered him to carry his mattress, and when he explained that he could not due to
the injury, guards pinned him to the wall, pulled his arms behind his back, and kicked his
legs until he fell on the floor. When the man began to cry in pain, a guard yelled, “Shut up
bitch.” Another guard who witnessed the assault yelled at the man too. The assault caused the
metal plate in his shoulder to shift, causing additional injury and extreme pain.

5. Testimony of Guillermo De Leon Serrabi

On October 3, 2021, Guillermo De Leon Serrabi was severely beaten by Officer Peacock
after refusing a COVID-19 test required for his deportation. Officer Peacock told him he could
not refuse and got angry with him. Mr. De Leon Serrabi told the officer he knew his rights, and
they could not force him to take the test. Officer Peacock pushed Mr. De Leon Serrabi onto the
floor, hitting his head on the ground, and put his knee on his rib, while Mr. De Leon Serrabi was
still handcuffed. Officer Peacock started making racist comments and insulting Mr. De Leon
Serrabi. This incident took place in the doctor’s office. He was then taken to solitary
confinement, where he alleges Officer Peacock hit him in the head five times with a closed fist
and slapped him in the face, insulting him. He was then pushed to the ground where he hit his
head on the toilet, losing consciousness temporarily. Two additional guards witnessed the
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incident, laughing. This assault followed the July 12, 2021 filing of a previous civil rights
complaint on medical neglect and force, for which he received a single interview by DHS on or
about April 2022.

In December 2021, while still in confinement, Mr. De Leon Serrabi was assaulted by
Officer Collins and Sergeant Gainey. As a result of the beating, Mr. De Leon Serrabi suffered
ear damage and lost hearing in one ear. Immediately afterwards, he informed Officer Mitchell,
the facility’s mental health counselor, that he had sustained ear injuries in the beating. Mr. De
Leon Serrabi was continuously held in solitary confinement until January 2022, totaling
about four months. After the second beating, he was denied access to the phone. He was
unable to tell his family or his lawyer about what happened.

After the assault, Mr. De Leon Serrabi reports that he filed multiple grievances, which he
directed to his ICE deportation officer, Mr. Ward, but they were ignored. The same deportation
officer contacted the U.S. attorney in January seeking an indictment against Mr. De Leon Serrabi
for refusing deportation. He is still detained at Baker and continues to suffer hearing loss.

On March 10, 2022, Freedom for Immigrants received a call to their abuse reporting
hotline from Jose Lopez Pleitez, who reported, out of great concern for his peer, the details of
Mr. De Leon Serrabi’s assault, which he learned of while both were in solitary confinement from
approximately December 29, 2021 to January 13, 2022. According to Mr. Lopez Pleitez, Mr. De
Leon Serrabi shared that he was beaten by Officer Collins, with Sergeant Gainey standing at the
door watching the entire time. He also told Mr. Lopez Pleitez that a mental health counselor was
aware of the assault and had taken extensive notes when he first reported the beating. During the
call, Mr. Lopez Pleitez stated that Mr. De Leon Serrabi shared that he attempted to direct
complaints to the warden, but they were intercepted by his deportation officer Mr. Ward. He was
also denied access to his mother or his attorney while in isolation, only being afforded a single
attorney call after more than three months of isolation. All of this left Mr. De Leon Serrabi
desperate to tell others the details of what he suffered. Mr. Lopez Pleitez ended the call by stating
that he was provided a phone number for a DHS investigator from Mr. Frias, whom he attempted
to contact. The number would not go through.

6. Testimony of other individuals suffering physical abuse at Baker

“The aggression against the detainees is very strong…receiving blows, spray,
locked all day. Some detainees are put in cells without cameras to beat and
mistreat them.” - Translation of public petition signed by 130 immigrants in Baker

A petition sent to Freedom for Immigrants on May 5, 2022, which was signed by over
100 people detained, stated that detained people are beaten in a cell with no cameras; this
document identified officers Gainey, Colly, Railay, K. Brown, Peacock, Crews, and Caleb.
Others have identified Lieutenant Chestnut as one of the officers involved in these beatings. The
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petition sent to FFI also stated that several officers savagely beat and pepper sprayed a
detained person on the evening of January 10, 2022 (see Appendix B).

Multiple other individuals, including Cosme Frías, report that officers take people
into a cell that does not have cameras to beat and pepper spray them. Mr. Frías reported in a
FFI hotline call on February 4, 2022, that Officer Railey Jorten physically injured a
detained person for asking to use the bathroom. In a call to the FFI hotline on May 3, 2022,
Jose Lopez Pleitez recounted seeing a guard put his knee on someone’s neck, cutting off
their airway, and then placing them in solitary confinement. Mr. Lopez Pleitez reported an
incident in which he was placed in solitary confinement for attempting to mediate a conflict
between other detained individuals. He also stated that officers often come to work seemingly
inebriated, adding to the unsafe environment.

Mr. Lopez Pleitez reports to FFI that officers also attempt to provoke fights between
detained people, and that they have asked him to beat up other detained individuals. He further
reports that guards will allow detained individuals to beat each other without intervening or
reporting the conflict. This was stated in the petition as well. Mr. Frías also stated that guards ask
detained individuals to rough up and intimidate others who they consider to be troublemakers.

The group petition circulated by women dated February 19, 2022 (see Appendix A),
describes an incident that took place on January 24, 2022, in which Deputy Adams verbally
abused a detained person and made derogatory statements about her religion. He pushed
the woman into another room, causing her to hit her shoulder on the door frame. He then
threatened her with solitary confinement, causing her to experience a panic attack.

7. Unwarranted Use of Force and Physical Abuse Violate the Law and the
National Detention Standards

These numerous incidents of excessive force are not only egregious and appalling human
rights violations, they are also violations of ICE’s own standards. The 2019 National Detention
Standards for Non-Dedicated Facilities state that people detained are entitled to “the right to
protection from personal abuse, corporal punishment, unnecessary or excessive use of force,
personal injury, disease, property damage, and harassment.”20 Legally, harassment refers to
behavior that is intended to alarm, intimidate, or cause emotional distress.21

The use of force against detained people “is authorized only after all reasonable efforts to
resolve a situation have failed. Officers shall use only the force necessary to gain control of the

21 Harassment, Florida Bar Association, (accessed July 1, 2022),
https://lrs.floridabar.org/practice-areas/harassment.

20 2019 NDS, 3.1 Disciplinary System, II. Standards and Procedures, M. Notice to Detainees, 1, at 95.
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detainee; to protect and ensure the safety of people detained, staff, and others; to prevent serious
property damage; and to ensure the security and orderly operation of the facility.”22 The
standards are clear that “under no circumstances shall force be used to punish a detainee.”23 The
NDS is also clear that physical restraints shall be used to gain control of a dangerous detainee
only under specified conditions.24 Restraints over a detainee’s neck or face, or in any manner that
obstructs the detainee’s airways (mouth, nose, neck, esophagus) is prohibited.25

Excessive use of pepper spray also violates the NDS. See generally 2019 NDS, Use of
Force and Restraints, II.H. Officers should always consult a medical professional before using
pepper spray unless immediate use is unavoidable. Moreover, use of pepper spray against a
person who is restrained is illegal, highly dangerous, and could lead to death. In Florida, there
are documented cases of the use of pepper spray against restrained or confined individuals that
have resulted in death.26

The ongoing pattern of physical assaults at Baker warrants immediate intervention by the
various agencies in receipt of this complaint.

B. Retaliation for Peaceful Hunger Strikes and Public Reporting

Retaliation against individuals publicly exposing abusive conditions and treatment is a
significant concern at Baker. People detained at Baker have repeatedly engaged in hunger strikes
to protest the conditions described herein. Between 2010 and 2013 for example, the Office of
Detention Oversight reported five hunger strikes.27 Recent hunger strikes, complaints and public
petitions for support have been met with significant retaliation, including retaliatory
deportations, placement in solitary confinement, and the shutting off of water throughout the
entire facility.

1. Retaliatory Facility Wide Water Shutoff for May 2022 Hunger Strikes

27 See, Office of Detention Oversight, Compliance Inspection Enforcement and Removal Operations
Miami Field Office Baker County Detention Center Macclenny, Florida, U.S. Dep’t Homeland Security
(Aug. 2013),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/foia/odo-compliance-inspections/2013-baker_county_detention_center_compl
iance_inspection_report_8-6-13_to_8-8-13.pdf.

26 Julie K. Brown, “As Florida inmate begged for help, guards gassed him to death, suit says,” Miami
Herald (Sep. 20, 2016); Amy Bennett Williams, “Pepper spraying inmate with schizophrenia cruel,
unusual, suit says,” News-Press (Sept. 2, 2016).

25 Id.
24 2019 NDS, 2.8 Use of Force and Restraints, at 44.
23 Id., at 44.

22 2019 NDS, 2.8 Use of Force and Restraints, at 46. Stating that the use of force against a detainee
offering no resistance is prohibited. Id., 2.8 Use of Force and Restraints, at 44.
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Most recently, in May 2022, approximately 100 people began a hunger strike in response
to inhumane conditions. On May 3, 2022 seven individuals, including Cosme Frias, Delroy
Grant, Jose Humberto Lopez Pleitez, Travis Russell, an anonymous complainant, and two others
called Freedom for Immigrants to report that a peaceful hunger strike was taking place due to
concerns around incidents of excessive force from the guards, verbal abuse from Baker staff,
unsanitary conditions, poor treatment by staff, medical neglect, dirty clothing, bugs and worms
like cockroaches in food, no COVID-19 protections, and a recent unexplained death in the
facility.28 Those striking were demanding to be released or transferred to a facility with more
humane conditions. Individuals involved in the hunger strikes shared that guards responded to
this first strike, which took place in early May, by threatening to cut off the water, to place
them on lockdown, and by taking several people to solitary confinement. One individual’s
phone call to FFI’s hotline was cut off abruptly as soon as he stated officials were planning
to place them on communication lock down, cutting off all external communication in the
coming days. Others reported to Americans for Immigrant Justice that Baker staff
threatened to cut off access to the commissary, and that guards threatened to pepper spray
people involved in the strike. At first, ICE officials told strikers that changes would be made to
address their complaints, yet in the days that followed conditions remained the same. According
to those detained at Baker, the threats of retaliation deterred many from continuing the strike.

Another strike began two weeks later in May, again protesting abysmal conditions, and
strikers experienced severe retaliation. Water was cut off on approximately May 18, 2022, and
the units participating in the strike were placed on lockdown, preventing them from leaving
their cells or having access to telephones or other forms of communication. With the water
turned off, those on strike could not shower and had no access to drinking water. Cosme Frias
reported that Captain Blue told the strikers that they would not have water until they ate
something, and guards brought around fruit, trying to persuade people to eat. Because they
could not flush the toilets while the water was turned off, feces began to build up and the
strikers were concerned about the unsanitary conditions. People who needed to take
medication were not given water to swallow pills. On May 19, the strikers ate something to
end the strike because they were desperate for access to water.

Officers at Baker frequently put the housing units on lockdown in retaliation for
complaints or hunger strikes, which means that people are locked in their cells for several hours
at a time. When this happens, detained people lose access to the phones, which are located in
common areas rather than their individual cells, and to drinking water in this manner as well
because drinking water is only available in a cooler located in the common area of the housing
units.

28 The death of Kellen Dupress in county custody on April 26, 2022. The cause of death remains under
investigation. See, Jim McGauley, Suspect in Alleged Gas Station Attack Died at County Jail, The Baker
County Press (Apr. 2022), https://bakercountypress.com/2022/04/alleged-gas-station-attack/.
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On June 27, 2022, Samantha Lindsay reported to AIJ that lockdowns for the women’s
housing unit were being implemented for longer periods of time than had taken place in the
previous month, with each lockdown lasting for several hours at a time. In conjunction with
these lockdowns, she reported that the women were denied cleaning supplies and had received
food of worse quality than in the past. Ms. Lindsay called these lockdowns and the
accompanying conditions “mass punishment,” a consequence for reporting abuses to national
and Florida-based advocacy and legal organizations.

On June 29, 2022, Marlissa Joseph reported to AIJ that lockdowns at the end of the
month of June were occurring multiple days a week and lasting five to six hours each, with some
lockdowns extending across shifts for even longer. She added that she experienced some
lockdowns with durations of ten or more hours. Like others reported, Ms. Joseph stated that she
did not have access to drinking water during these lockdowns, forcing her to drink the water out
of the cell’s sink, which she said tastes like chemicals. During these lockdowns, the women do
not have access to the phones to call their lawyers or loved ones, or to make reports of the
punitive conditions. On June 29, 2022, Ms. Joseph intended to go to the law library to work on
her immigration case, however, due to an extended lockdown, the officers never called for the
law library and never permitted her to leave the cell. These lockdowns imposed by Baker staff
have compounding consequences, as they also intentionally cut off access to counsel and legal
information, access to drinking water, and access to telephones. Losing access to drinking water,
whether through a lockdown or through staff directly shutting off running water, is in direct
violation of ICE’s own standards that say that food, and arguably “water” falls within “food,”
shall never be used as a reward or punishment.29

2. Retaliatory Deportation for Public Reporting

Some who participated in the initial hunger strike and in leading the petition circulation,
such as Cosme Frias, faced life-altering consequences. Leading up to the second hunger strike,
Freedom for Immigrants received a letter from Mr. Frias and two others dated May 13, 2022
detailing repression that took place following the initial strike and threats received (Appendix C).
The letter also stated that Nakomoto Group was scheduled to come for an inspection May 3-5th,
and a sign up list was provided in each housing unit for those interested in speaking with
inspectors, which they signed, but the Nakomoto Group never spoke to those who had signed up.
Our organizations were later informed that Nakomoto Group was told there was a ‘disturbance’
at the jail and to not visit certain units (i.e the units on hunger strike), to which they complied.
The letter included detailed plans for another hunger strike, concerns regarding past and future
retaliation, and requests for help:

29 2011 PBNDS, 4.1.I.13 - Food Shall Never Be Used as a Reward or Punishment. Arguably “water” falls
within “food” and punishing hunger strikers by cutting off access violates this policy.
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“We ask you to help us. Once we go on hunger strike they are going to lock us down and
take our food and water is going to be turned off. We would be with no communication with the
outside world and nobody would know what they are doing to us. We are also scared that they
are going to retaliate against us for contacting your organization. Me, [anonymous], and Frias
Cosme, we are the ones that got this going and we know that if they find out for sure we are
going to be punish for sure. We are willing to go through anything. We have already enduring
alot of punishment and we would endure whatever necessary but we want the outside world to
know and your help to stop this cruel punishment. They already got Mr. Frias appeal dismissed.
They denied his appeal in record time 88 days so we know they can do it to us too and that is
because our rights were violated and now we are speaking up they want to get rid of us. Please
can you help us when it comes to that to make public that our cases are being denied because
they violated our rights and now that we are accusing them ICE is trying to deport us as soon as
possible so they don’t get in trouble. Please they are finding any way possible to deport us
because of what we are doing. Help us please. We are only doing what is right. They have one
way or the other violated the rights of every detained here. Please we need your help. From May
16 we are not eating. Please Amanda don’t forget about us. We are scared but we have suffered
too much here. We can’t stay quite anymore. May god be with us and provide you what you need
to help us. Thank you very much.”

[Anonymous]
[Anonymous]
Cosme Frias

Relevant Timeline of Events:

December 9, 2021: Mr. Frias first contacted Freedom for Immigrants’ (FFI) National
Immigrantion Hotline to report ongoing medical neglect for his life-threatening condition at
Glades County Jail.

December 23, 2021: Mr. Frias reported to FFI’s holine ongoing difficulty obtaining medical care
after transfer to Baker County Jail. The option of a civil rights medical advocacy letter submitted
on his behalf was presented. Mr. Frias requested time to deliberate due to fear of retaliation.

February 4, 2022: Mr. Frias reported to FFI’s holine about ongoing blood in his stool and denial
of a colonoscopy, among other issues. He also reported that biased comments were made against
non-English speakers and an incident of off camera physical assault against another individual.

March 8, 2022: Mr. Frias reported to FFI’s hotline a recent hunger strike in the detention center.
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March 10, 2022: Mr. Frias reported to FFI’s hotline that he was interviewed by the Department
of Homeland Security about a guard who was using excessive force. The interviewer provided
Mr. Frias with the number of a separate investigator to follow up with. Mr. Frias subsequently
requested assistance, stating the number provided was blocked from inside the Baker Facility.

April 6, 2022: Mr. Frias decided to move forward with a medical advocacy CRCL complaint.

May 3, 2022: FFI submitted a civil rights complaint reporting Mr. Frias’ denial of appropriate
treatment for a life-threatening medical condition (See section II.C.5 for additional details).

May 3, 2022: Mr. Frias and others contacted FFI’s hotline to report over 100 people engaging in
a facility-wide hunger strike to protest their conditions of confinement. (See section II.B.1
above.)

May 5, 2022: A letter to FFI from Mr. Frias accompanied a petition with over 130 signatures
detailing complaints about the condition at the Baker County Jail and requests for help (see
appendix C).

May 12, 2022: Mr. Frias contacted FFI’s hotline to ensure the petition had been received.

May 13, 2022: Second letter cited above from Mr. Frias and an anonymous participant in this
complaint detailing concerns and expressing fears of retaliation was dated May 13, 2022, but
received by FFI on May 23, 2022 (see appendix C).

May 13, 2022: FFI’s National Hotline Manger Amanda Diaz sent follow-up correspondence to
authorities at CRCL, OIG, Miami ICE Field Office, and Baker County Jail stating that Mr. Frias
reported being informed by his deportation officer he would be deported by the end of the month,
with the timing of events raising serious concern regarding retaliation following Mr. Frias’ public
exposure of rights violations in the initial civil rights complaint submitted to CRCL. No response
to this correspondence was received.

May 18, 2022: Mr. Frias reported to FFI’s hotline that he and many others were on a hunger
strike as of two days prior. He reported that ICE responded by turning off the water and that he
and others on strike had no water to drink, shower, or use the toilet. He said the feces were piling
up inside the toilet because it cannot be flushed, and this was unhygienic and dangerous.

May 31, 2022: Email correspondence received by an anonymous formerly detained person
stating that Mr. Frias was being taken to Krome for deportation. This individual also wrote that
Mr. Frias reported to him that on May 25, 2022, his ICE Deportation Officer A.Young had
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threatened him with deportation, saying he would call the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA)
so that his case is denied as soon as possible.

Freedom for Immigrants has since received anonymous hotline reports from individuals at Baker
County Jail stating they feared to engage in additional public reporting because many individuals
were deported following the hunger strikes and public petitions of May 2022 in clear violation of
their rights to due process.

3. Retaliatory and Arbitrary Use of Solitary Confinement

The public petition received May 5, 2022 signed by 130 immigrants detained in Baker
speaks extensively to the retaliatory and arbitrary use of solitary confinement (Appendix B), as
do letters written to Freedom for Immigrants and client testimonials. University of Miami School
of Law’s published report detailing an April 1, 2022 interview reads, “One of the first people I
spoke with explained that they would likely be ‘locked up’ for speaking to us,” said Benjamin
Brooks. “But almost every single detained person was willing and ready to talk — regardless of
possible consequences.”30

In June 2022, AIJ received multiple complaints of increased lockdowns, cutting off
access to water, commissary, and television, and retaliation and targeting against those
individuals who spoke recently with legal and advocacy organizations. There are also multiple
complaints from detained individuals that Baker County guards threaten individuals with solitary
confinement in retaliation for complaints or being vocal about their mistreatment and inhumane
conditions.

Further, Baker staff has a pattern of arbitrary, punitive reactions to mundane, innocuous
actions. For instance, on February 16, 2022, Freedom for Immigrants received a hotline call
stating at the beginning of February that a man who was taken to a holding cell asked if he could
use the bathroom in another cell for privacy. He was pepper sprayed, then put in solitary
confinement. Travis Russell also shared that at times, Baker staff will only allow his housing unit
ten minutes to eat their meals, and if the detained men do not return their tray in time, they are
threatened with extended lockdowns and solitary confinement. Travis Russell also reported to
AIJ that one morning, shortly after he had woken up, an officer was shouting at him. Mr. Russell
responded to the officer and said, “I got you,” in order to indicate he understood the officer’s
direction, and asked the officer to not shout at him. After this, the officers immediately escorted
Mr. Russell to solitary confinement, claiming that his response had threatened the officers. He
was held in solitary confinement for approximately 72 hours, arbitrarily and without justification.

30 Immigration Clinic Students Uncover Startling Inhumane Conditions at Florida Detention Center,
Miami Law Staff Report, University of Miami School of Law (last accessed July 17, 2022),
https://www.law.miami.edu/news/2022/may/immigration-clinic-students-uncover-startling-inhumane-con
ditions-florida-detention-0.
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In confinement, Mr. Russell only had access to a phone once a day and had no access to cleaning
supplies. He reports that most cells in solitary confinement do not have hot water, and those
detained in solitary confinement with disciplinary charges filed against them do not have any
access to the phones.

These patterns of retaliation, especially Baker County’s cutting off access to drinking
water and local ICE’s engaging in retaliatory deportation, are extremely disturbing and require
urgent intervention by the Department of Homeland Security. The detention center-wide abuse
taking place at Baker has proven to be beyond policy change or reform, and as lives are placed in
danger as people are beaten or denied access to water, DHS should immediately reconsider its
ongoing relationship with Baker County before another death occurs.

C. Medical Abuse and Neglect

“The justice system in the U.S. does not support women and children. The administration needs
to know what foreigners are subject to [at Baker]. This is a shame.” - Samantha Lindsay

Protests and public denouncements of conditions underscore a systemic pattern of
extreme medical neglect at Baker County Detention Center that has remained unchanged despite
extensive complaints documenting Baker County’s failure to provide adequate medical care. The
signatories have spoken with dozens of individuals detained at Baker this year, and many note
the complete failure of Baker County and its medical subcontractor Armor Correctional Health
Services (“Armor”) to provide adequate medical care and meet the basic standards of health.

1. Testimony of Marlissa Joseph

Marlissa Joseph is a 22-year old woman from the Bahamas, with a history of asthma,
seizures, depression, anxiety, and chondrocostal junction syndrome. Prior to her detention at
Baker, Ms. Joseph was detained for approximately six months by ICE at the Glades County
Detention Center (“Glades”), where she also faced medical neglect, sexual harassment, and
unsanitary conditions. Ms. Joseph was transferred to Baker at the end of December 2021, when
ICE elected to transfer all women out of Glades. She traveled to Baker with her inhaler that
was prescribed to her for asthma, but upon her arrival the staff took the inhaler, claiming
she was not permitted to keep it on her person. Ms. Joseph asked the nurses if she could
have her inhaler back; they refused. The Baker medical staff did not provide Ms. Joseph
with an inhaler until she contracted COVID-19 in February 2022, despite the fact that her
asthma is well documented in her medical records.

Despite a history of seizures, Ms. Joseph was not provided seizure medications during
her entire detention at Glades. By the time she was transferred, she was able to acquire copies of
her medical records documenting her history of seizures prior to ICE detention, which she gave
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to the Baker medical staff. Once the doctor reviewed them, she provided Ms. Joseph with the
seizure medication Keppra, which was prescribed at a high dose and taken twice a day. In April
2022, a new doctor was assigned to work at Baker, and abruptly stopped Ms. Joseph’s
medications. The doctor did not consult with her or conduct any bloodwork; Ms. Joseph
only learned it was cut when the nurse at the pill line did not have her medication.

Abruptly taking a patient off their seizure medication can have devastating consequences,
according to Dr. Franklyn Rocha-Cabrero, M.D, a University of California-Irvine Clinical
Neurophysiology Fellow. This can include a sudden seizure at a moment when the seizure could
be especially damaging to the patient physically (such as while showering or sleeping). It can
also cause status epilepticus (a life threatening condition of continuous, ongoing seizures),
among other head or body injuries that would negatively affect the health of the patient. It can
even lead to death. “Therefore,” says Dr. Rocha-Cabrero, “a medication like Keppra should not
be removed without the consent of a treating neurologist. Patient safety should be the highest
priority, even in the most resource constrained environment. It can be life or death.”31

Facing risk of a seizure, Ms. Joseph filed a sick call request to see the doctor, which was
ignored. She then filed a grievance about her medications being cut off, and when she ultimately
was able to see the doctor many days later, the doctor continued to insist the seizure medication
was not needed. Ms. Joseph continues to be at heightened risk of a seizure due to being denied
critical medication by Baker County and Armor.

As mentioned above, Ms. Joseph contracted COVID-19 at Baker in February 2022. She
began to experience diarrhea and vomiting, and while she did not immediately think it was
COVID-19, her roommate reported her illness to the staff, who conducted a test. At first, they
told her the test was “normal,” but minutes later, the staff rushed back in and screamed for Ms.
Joseph to pack up her belongings. She was restrained and escorted to the medical unit, where she
was assigned to a very dirty cell, where she would end up spending two weeks in isolation. Here,
she felt like she was being punished for contracting COVID-19; she had no access to a
phone nor her commissary. One day while isolated in the medical unit, Ms. Joseph felt faint
and like she was going to pass out. She pressed the emergency button in her cell so she
could receive medical attention, but no one came. Not until an officer passed by the cell and
found her on the floor did she receive medical attention. After 14 days, Ms. Joseph was let
out of isolation, though she was not tested again for COVID-19 before returning to general
population. Ms. Joseph also reported that although others in her housing unit have exhibited
COVID-19 symptoms, many are afraid to seek medical attention due to the punitive living
conditions those placed in medical isolation face.

31 Dr. Franklyn Rocha-Cabrero M.D, correspondence with Immigrant Action Alliance, June 23, 2022.
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Finally, Ms. Joseph reports that she and others in ICE custody are restrained any time
they leave the housing unit to visit the medical department. She adds that medical staff
improperly document medical issues and deny past medical assessments. For example, one
woman had her blood pressure taken and it was very high. At her next appointment with medical
staff, they denied that reading ever took place and that it was in the person’s medical records.
Most people in ICE custody at the jail without representation cannot obtain their own medical
records because Baker’s medical department charges for them, creating a financial barrier to
accessing information often needed to support requests for release from detention on medical or
humanitarian grounds.

2. Testimony of Samantha Lindsay

Samantha Lindsay is a 39-year old woman from Jamaica who has lived in the United
States for about 20 years and has four young children. She has been detained by ICE at Baker for
more than two months and faces ongoing issues in accessing necessary medical care for her
multiple medical conditions, which include a heart condition, with a diagnosis of angina and a
mild heart attack in 2018; chronic high blood pressure for which she takes three medications;
stomach ailments caused by a brutal stabbing she suffered several years ago, leading to
emergency surgeries on her intestines and an artery; and anemia. She also takes aspirin and
requires iron supplements.

Ms. Lindsay’s stomach injuries and related surgeries require her to maintain a special diet
to avoid inflammation and other irritants on her gastrointestinal system. For example, for
breakfast, she should eat eggs, milk, or oatmeal, and avoid bread. Yet, Baker provides her with
peanut butter, bread, and jelly each day; no milk is given, and it is rare they provide a hard-boiled
egg. Ms. Lindsay has reported that she is not receiving a medically adequate diet and filed
complaints, yet it has not changed. She eats small amounts of the bread and nothing else
each morning. Much of what Ms. Lindsay is given for lunch and dinner she is also unable
to eat. She reports losing a significant amount of weight since her arrival at Baker as she is
barely eating, and being unable to pass bowel movements due to lack of an appropriate
diet.

After filing sick calls and complaints for weeks, including some directed to the Captain
and ICE Supervisory Deportation Officer Bailey, Ms. Lindsay was visited by ICE SDDO Bailey,
and she asked what has been done by ICE to address her medical needs. SDDO Bailey said that
ICE would pull her medical records and review them, promising nothing further. Ms. Lindsay
was able to finally see the doctor at the jail on June 9, 2022. The doctor referred her to the
gastroenterologist and another specialist, mentioning Ms. Lindsay likely also needs B12 shots
and blood transfusions. The doctor did not say when these appointments will be scheduled, or
how soon she will receive the care she needs. On or around June 15, 2022, Ms. Lindsay was
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taken to an appointment with a hematologist, though the appointment did not include any
treatment, and she was told she needs further testing to assess whether she has sickle cell disease.
Ms. Lindsay has not received any follow up care since the operations on her intestines and
arteries about a year ago. It’s clear that Baker’s medical department does not have the
capacity to care for her complex medical needs, and her health continues to deteriorate as
she remains in detention.

Ms. Lindsay said, “If I’m sick, my doctor sees me as soon as possible. If my blood
pressure is high, my doctor doesn’t let me leave the office. But just last week at Baker, I had a
headache, and my blood pressure was low. I asked the nurse for help. She said I was on too many
medications to be given anything else. I told her my eyes and head hurt. The nurse told me to
go back and relax…If I was on the outside seeing my doctor, he would address my pain.”
She went on to add, “The justice system in the U.S. does not support women and children. The
administration needs to know what foreigners are subject to [at Baker]. This is a shame.”

3. Testimony of Petrona Lopez

Petrona Lopez is a 52-year old woman from Guatemala who has lived in the United
States for almost 40 years and has four children. Ms. Lopez was detained by ICE at Baker from
December 2021 to March 2022. She has a number of medical issues which could lead to
permanent disability, cancer, or serious illness if left unaddressed, including pre-diabetes,
hypertension, chronic sciatica due to an unaddressed spinal disc injury, acid indigestion, anxiety
and depression, and a family history of colon cancer. Ms. Lopez was denied adequate medical
care while detained at Baker, and her health declined severely as a result.

Ms. Lopez had surgery for her spinal disc injury in 2019 and was referred to physical
therapy to ensure full recovery. Ms. Lopez never received physical therapy while in ICE custody,
and as a result, she experiences severe mobility impairment. While at Baker, Ms. Lopez
requested physical therapy again and again after she was initially informed by competent
medical professionals that it would be a vital part of her recovery. She was often unable to get
up in the morning due to the pain. Ms. Lopez reported to Freedom for Immigrants that she was
in so much physical pain that she suffered from feelings of despair and exhaustion. While at
Baker, her physical and emotional pain were reaching the levels where she was struggling
with basic memory recall.

In addition to being denied physical therapy at Baker, she was also regularly denied the
minimum medical interventions of warm environment, warm compresses, or even warm pants to
relieve the pain her damaged nerves cause when her leg is cold. Multiple individuals detained at
Baker have reported that the facility is kept extremely cold, causing discomfort, and in Ms.
Lopez’s case, exacerbating her chronic pain. Originally, Ms. Lopez reported, detained
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individuals were promised sweatpants by Baker staff, but then nothing came, and they
were told there would be no blankets either. The clothes that are provided are dirty.

Baker staff also denied Ms. Lopez adequate mental health treatment. Ms. Lopez
reported that she asked an officer whether it would be possible to see a psychologist after
the death of her mother a week before.  The officers denied her assistance, and only
answered, “Everyone dies.”

4. Testimony of Saleem Sabassa

Saleem Sabassa was repeatedly denied care for asthma while detained at Baker. Prior to
being detained, Mr. Sabassa used an inhaler several times a week to treat shortness of breath. He
had been hospitalized for asthma attacks several times before being detained, meaning that
his asthma is severe. He requested access to an inhaler multiple times: in January, April,
and May of 2021. Each time, his request was denied. As a result, he experienced repeated
episodes of shortness of breath, up to two hours at a time, as well as chest pains. On April
29, 2021, Mr. Sabassa reported to the FFI Hotline that a nurse at Baker explained the decision to
deny him an inhaler by claiming that the symptoms were because of his mental health, not a
physical condition. Freedom for Immigrants filed a civil rights complaint on his behalf on July
28, 2021, alleging racist actions and medical abuse.32 No improvements were made throughout
his stay in ICE custody at Baker County Detention Center.

5. Testimony of Cosme Frías

Cosme Frías suffered severe medical neglect at Baker. Mr. Frías noticed blood in his stool
in November 2021 while detained at Glades County Detention Center, and was examined by a
physician there and told that he might have colon cancer and urgently needed a colonoscopy.
The medical officials also stated they would run additional tests to ensure he did not have
cancer. Neither the tests or colonoscopy were received at Glades. Mr. Frías was later
transferred to Baker, where he was never provided a colonoscopy, despite numerous
internal complaints and demands for medical treatment. As reported above, Mr. Frías filed a
CRCL complaint on May 3, 2022.33 On May 18, 2022, he reported that he had a colonoscopy

33 Cosme Adolfo Frias Medical Advocacy Letter to Garrett Ripa, Field Office Director, Sheriff Scotty
Rhoden, Captain Evelyn Blue, David Gersten, Office of the Immigration Detention
Ombudsman, and Katherine Culliton-González, Officer for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (May 3,
2022),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a33042eb078691c386e7bce/t/62d0463a9502bc1cb04da876/16578

32 Saleem Sabassa Medical Advocacy Letter to Garrett Ripa, Field Office Director, Sheriff Scotty Rhoden,
and Katherine Culliton-González, Officer for Civil Rights and Civil Liberties (July 28, 2021),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a33042eb078691c386e7bce/t/62d584c7bfdb005451b39deb/16581
60327287/Medical+Negect+and+Racial+Discrimination+at+Baker+County+Sheriff%E2%80%99s+Offic
e+Reported+by+Mr.+Saleem+Sabassa+%28A%23-+044-251-080%29.pdf.
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appointment scheduled for June 9, 2022, but that he was worried he would be deported before
then. On May 25, 2022, ICE Deportation Officer A. Young threatened Mr. Frías with
deportation, saying he would call the Board of Immigration Appeals (BIA) so that his case would
be denied as soon as possible. At that point, Mr. Frías had been at Baker without treatment for
more than four months. At the end of May, Mr. Frías was deported--likely due to Officer
Young’s retaliation for filing a complaint requesting medical care and/or for his leadership
in organizing the hunger strike and mass petition public reporting.

6. Additional reports of medical neglect

Individuals detained at Baker have reported many cases of being denied medical care
even when in acute distress. On May 31, 2022, Mr. Frías reported that on May 23, 2022, a man
informed an officer that he was experiencing severe medical distress. The officer ignored
him, and an hour later the man could not stand up because of the pain. The medical staff
laughed at him. A few moments later the man had to be taken into emergency surgery.

Delroy Grant reported in May 2022 that he had a slip and fall incident at Baker in late
2021, in which he injured his wrist and tore the ligament. The injury caused him pain and made it
difficult to perform everyday tasks. It took several months for him to get an X-ray, after which
the medical staff recommended he get an MRI. A month later, in March 2021, he finally had an
MRI that showed the torn ligament. At this point, it had been about five months since the
original injury. Baker medical staff then labeled the wrist injury and related, required
treatment as an elective surgery and refused to schedule it. At the filing of this complaint,
Mr. Grant is still awaiting surgery or further medical attention on his injured wrist.

Travis Russell shared on July 15, 2022, that sick call forms often take days to be
processed, delaying detained people from even receiving initial medical attention when a
medical need arises. In one instance, Mr. Russell submitted a sick call request and it took
approximately five days for it to be processed, and once it was, the medical staff called Mr.
Russell at an early hour of the day when he was still asleep, preventing him from accessing the
medical appointment he had requested days prior.

The University of Miami School of Law Immigration Clinic witnessed ongoing, medical
neglect firsthand during their April 1, 2022 site visit at Baker. Law student Ivan Rudd reported a
stark example, “I witnessed a man covered head to toe in a severe rash with multiple open
wounds. Because the medical team was not giving him enough medicated cream to treat the rash,

16634468/Medical+Neglect+of+Mr.+Cosme+Adolfo+Frias+%28A%23+040-025-453%29+at+Baker+Co
unty+Sheriff%27s+Office+%281%29.pdf.
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he would save butter from meals and rub it across his body on the worst parts of the rash to
soothe himself.”34

The immigration clinic also documented that a man with no prior history of epilepsy
suffered a grand mal seizure, during which he fell and hit his head. After the seizure, the man
was never tested to see if it had stemmed from an underlying condition. The law students
observed firsthand that he had open wounds from the episode that had not healed. Baker’s
medical staff is underprepared to treat the physical and psychiatric injuries that guards inflict on
the detained men and women, through physical assault, other forms of harassment or abuse, or
ongoing neglect.

Multiple people detained at Baker have reported that dental care is inadequate and
difficult to access. Some people have reported not being able to get seen for a toothache even
when their teeth are bleeding and causing severe pain.

7. Medical Neglect Violates Detention Standards and the U.S. Constitution

ICE and Baker County have a constitutional obligation to provide adequate medical
treatment to people under their care. See generally Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976).
The medical conditions experienced by people detained at Baker--including asthma, seizures,
high blood pressure, broken bones, heart disease, mental health conditions, and other
conditions--could result in further significant health impacts or the unnecessary and
unwanted infliction of pain if not treated. The law does not require harm to health to have
already occurred in order to mandate action. The exposure to a risk that may cause harm in
the future, is a basis for deliberate indifference.

By refusing to provide appropriate and timely medical care, ICE and Baker County
place detained people at a serious risk of harm, run afoul of the standard of care, and violate
their rights under the Eighth Amendment by showing deliberate indifference and placing
them at a serious risk of harm, constituting cruel and unusual punishment. See generally
Estelle v. Gamble, 429 U.S. 97 (1976). These conditions meet the Eighth Amendment’s
threshold of constituting “serious medical need” eligible for care for the following reasons.
First, a reasonable doctor or patient would perceive these conditions as important and worthy
of comment or treatment. Second, these conditions significantly affect daily activities. People
detained at Baker are frequently in pain or unable to go about their daily lives due to
untreated medical issues.

34 Immigration Clinic Students Uncover Startling Inhumane Conditions at Florida Detention Center,
Miami Law Staff Report, University of Miami School of Law (last accessed July 17, 2022),
https://www.law.miami.edu/news/2022/may/immigration-clinic-students-uncover-startling-inhumane-con
ditions-florida-detention-0.
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The failure to provide basic medical care also violates the 2019 National Detention
Standards, which states that detained people shall receive “medically necessary and
appropriate medical, dental and mental health care and pharmaceutical services,” as well as
“timely responses to medical complaints.”35 Baker County, and its medical subcontractor,
Armor, are entirely failing to meet this standard and must be held accountable for the same.
Their failure to provide adequate medical care and ensure continuity of care puts individuals
lives at risk and represents an urgent issue requiring intervention by the Department of
Homeland Security.

D. Unsanitary, Inhumane, and Unsafe Conditions

One of the gravest and most long-standing issues at Baker is the unsanitary and inhumane
living conditions, which put detained individuals at further risk. These issues are well
documented through numerous complaints, many of which are shared here. These issues can be
broken down into four main categories:

● Failure to provide nutritious and well-balanced meals and clean water, including failure
to meet medically necessary and religious-based dietary restrictions and serving rotten
and expired food and dirty drinking water;

● Insufficient access to basic hygiene products like toilet paper and sanitary napkins;
● Dirty and bug-infested living quarters without regular cleaning or access to cleaning

supplies;
● Failure to provide clean and adequate clothing, underwear, bedding, and towels.

1. Inadequate and Contaminated Food and Water

“I wouldn’t feed it to my dog” - Anonymous
“Here, dogs eat better than us” - Petrona Lopez

One of the most consistent complaints from individuals detained at Baker concerns the
food and water. Individuals are served rotten and expired food with worms in it, and even when
the food is not visibly contaminated or expired, it is often inedible, repetitive, insufficient, and
unhealthy. Often, the food smells so bad as to be inedible. The portions are very small, a
complaint that detained people have been reporting at the facility since 2012.36 Meals tend to
include a “mystery meat,” rice, and beans that are all combined together, described by one person

36 Romy Lerner, Baker County Jail, Florida: Expose & Close, Detention Watch Network at 4 (November
2012),
https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/sites/default/files/reports/DWN%20Expose%20and%20Close%2
0Baker%20County.pdf.

35 2019 NDS, 4.3 Medical Care, II. Standards and Procedures, at 112.
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as “blended leftovers.” On other days, they only receive beans and bread. The meals do not have
sufficient protein and often consist primarily of starches.

Many who follow specific diets, whether for medical, religious, or other reasons, report
that Baker’s food has not met their dietary needs. To compound the issues with the food, most
people in ICE custody at Baker have no choice but to eat what they are served because the
commissary is too expensive for them to purchase supplemental food on a regular basis. For
example, a packet of milk costs about $7, coffee costs $7, one single serve juice costs almost $2,
and a packet of mayonnaise costs about $2.50.

Some examples of Baker’s failure to meet dietary needs include:
● Travis Russell, who at the time of this complaint’s filing has been detained at Baker for

approximately nine months, reports that the breakfast provided to him has been the same
every day during his detention - bread and peanut butter.

● Petrona Lopez is pre-diabetic and requires a specialized diet. While at Baker, she did not
receive this diet, and often reported stomach pains and indigestion. She found it difficult
to eat at all and was extremely concerned about developing diabetes as a result of
the lack of nutritious food.

● There are multiple report of bugs being found in the food at Baker:
○ According to a petition authored by detained people at Baker and received by FFI,

on February 2, 2022, detained people found worms in their food (see Appendix
B).

○ On February 3, 2022, Petrona Lopez reported that the meal included a piece of
meat that was unrecognizable and inedible.

○ On February 15, 2022, Petrona Lopez reported to Freedom for Immigrants that a
woman found a worm cooked into the meat she was served. Ms. Lopez was
concerned about continuing to eat meals after this incident because of the health
risks.

○ On February 17, 2022, Marlissa Joseph reported to AIJ and Immigrant Action
Alliance that she had found worms in her food. After she had eaten, she began to
feel ill and started vomiting.

○ On February 18, 2022, a group of people, including Cosme Frías, found
worms in their food. The next day, they decided not to eat, and in response,
Captain Blue from the Baker County Sheriff’s Office threatened to “lock
them up,” restrict access to the vending machines, and take away commissary,
adding that nothing would change if they did not eat. Other detained people who
complained to Captain Blue about the food were told by her, “Drink hot water to
get [the food] down.”

○ Jose Lopez Pleitez reported finding a cockroach in one of his meals; on
another occasion, he found a worm in his food.
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○ On April 1, 2022, people reported worms and bugs in their food to University of
Miami Law School students during on site interviews.37

Additionally, there are serious concerns about access to clean drinking water. Men
detained at Baker report that Baker staff often refuse to provide drinking water for up to eight
hours, and that water is taken away as a form of punishment and retaliation (discussed in detail
above). When water is provided, the water coolers are dirty and have hair on them. One of the
water coolers has a dirty, blackened spigot because the officers drag the cooler across the ground.
On April 18, 2022, individuals asked staff to wash the water cooler and change the water
because it was so dirty. The officer appeared visibly angry at this request and took away
the cooler, only to bring it back later even dirtier than before and covered in hair. Mr. Lopez
Pleitez reports that the water provided in solitary confinement is also often dirty.

On or around May 1, 2020, a group of detained people transferred from Glades to Baker
were told to clean the housing unit they were assigned. While cleaning, they asked for drinking
water. The officers told them to drink out of the sink, but the sinks were not working.
Individuals also report that the sink and shower water is brown and has a noxious odor, making it
unfit to serve as a replacement for drinking water.

2. Insufficient Toilet Paper and Basic Sanitary and Hygiene Products

Individuals at Baker report not having access to sufficient toilet paper, with only
two small rolls provided each week. Officers refuse to provide extra upon request. Petrona
Lopez reported to FFI that while detained at Baker, she found it difficult to use the restroom
because of the lack of sufficient toilet paper, and that detained people resort to rationing toilet
paper. Similarly, Baker staff only provide the women with 30 sanitary napkins a
month–insufficient for the many women who experience heavy cycles or have medical issues
requiring access to more sanitary napkins. Ms. Lopez stated about the denial of menstrual
products, “It’s like they [the guards] don’t care.” When women have asked for more sanitary
napkins, officers have told them to use their Baker-issued socks or clothing, which are often
dirty when they receive them.

Marlissa Joseph added that when she and other women first arrived at Baker in late
December 2021, it was as if the jail had no experience in detaining women; the women were
given one small box of pads to share between all of them. The officers also threatened the
women and said that if they were found with more than two pads in their possession at any given
time, it would be considered a possession of contraband.

37 Immigration Clinic Students Uncover Startling Inhumane Conditions at Florida Detention Center,
Miami Law Staff Report, University of Miami School of Law (last accessed July 17, 2022),
https://www.law.miami.edu/news/2022/may/immigration-clinic-students-uncover-startling-inhumane-con
ditions-florida-detention-0.
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Similarly, on December 27, 2021, the FFI hotline received a report that 15 women
transferred into Baker from Glades County Detention Center were refused sanitary pads or toilet
paper by Baker staff. The women were forced to use socks in lieu of sanitary pads and paper
bags in the place of toilet paper.

The University of Miami School of Law Immigration Clinic’s May 23, 2022 public report
also documents this occurrence, stating, “Women in Baker have extremely limited access to
hygiene products and are given only two rolls of toilet paper for the month. After they use the
two rolls, guards tell detained women to use their socks or undershirts as toilet paper,” said
Christin Swanepoel, a 2L law student.38 One detained person told the clinic that their toilet paper
had been restocked shortly before the visit, and it would likely be removed after students left.
Another law student reported that their client, who was ultimately released from detention after
winning her case, was forced to use a sock as a feminine hygiene product.39

On access to hygiene, many have shared that they do not have access to nail clippers or
any shaving tools. Those who do have access to nail and hair clippers are not given any cleaning
supplies to sanitize them between uses. The toothbrush the jail provides is a small disposable,
fingertip toothbrush; many report that it slides off their fingers and is not adequate for teeth
cleaning. There are no real toothbrushes available--there are only miniature toothbrushes
available for purchase from the commissary for more than three dollars.

3. Uncleanliness and Lack of Cleaning Supplies

“This place is filthy,” said one woman interviewed for this complaint. The booking cells
are especially troubling, with garbage and old food allowed to remain on the floor and dirty
walls. The beds and pillows provided are made up of old, dirty, thin plastic cots. There is no
sign that the “beds” are cleaned, sanitized, or replaced after excessive use. They were
stained and foul-smelling.

Individuals at Baker report to complaint signatories and within public petitions that their
showers and housing units are filthy, that there are worms that come up through the shower
drains, and that housing units are not regularly cleaned. Petrona Lopez reports that the shower
drains are blackened with dirt. Individuals are forced to clean the showers in their cells, but
Baker County staff do not provide sufficient cleaning supplies, like bleach. Instead, they only
intermittently provide vinegar to clean the units, and participants in this complaint report that
they are forced to clean the toilets in their cells with their bare hands, due to lack of gloves

39 Id.
38 Id.
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or other supplies. Unlike at other jails and ICE detention centers, no one is paid to clean the
showers, tables, and other shared areas.

4. Lack of Access to Clean Clothing, Bedding, and Towels

The clothing, bedding, and towels provided at Baker are unsanitary and unfit for use.
Detained individuals are provided used underwear that has not been washed with bleach
and it has holes and stains. This is completely unsanitary, and Samantha Lindsay reported
getting a rash from the used underwear she was forced to wear. Petrona Lopez also reported
that the clothes they are given, including underwear, are dirty and smell bad. Women are often
refused underwear altogether and instead are provided used, men's boxer shorts, making it next
to impossible to maintain hygiene when on their cycle. Several of the men report that they
also receive used, unclean underwear and that they have gotten genital infections they
believe are caused by their boxers not being washed regularly or adequately.

The towels and washcloths provided are stained and falling apart, with holes and large
tears. The bedding is used and in need of replacement, and individuals are only provided one thin
blanket, making it impossible to stay warm in the frigid temperatures maintained inside the
detention center.

If detained people want to purchase (prohibitively expensive) additional clothing from
the commissary, like long underwear, they are required to hand wash them. Baker does not
provide additional clothing to wear during recreation, so those who choose to go to recreation are
forced to wear their regular uniform, getting it dirty and sweaty without the option to wash it
afterwards.

5. Lack of Protections Against COVID-19

With the pandemic far from over and ICE’s refusal to protect immigrants from the virus
through releases, the continuation of COVID-19 protocols and protections in detention centers is
of great importance. However, Baker County Detention Center fails to comply with common
COVID-19 protections and protocols regarding PPE, sanitizing, and testing and
quarantine, despite their obligations under ICE’s own Pandemic Response Requirements (PRR)
and the Gayle v. Meade settlement for those class members who have been transferred into
Baker.40

40 See Gayle v. Meade, 2020 WL 3041326 (S.D. Fla. June 6, 2020), reconsideration denied, No.
20-21553-CIV, 2021 WL 1255627 (S.D. Fla. Mar. 24, 2021); see also U.S. Immigration and Customs
Enforcement, Enforcement and Removal Operations COVID-19 Pandemic Response Requirements
(Version 9.0, June 13, 2022),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/coronavirus/eroCOVID19responseReqsCleanFacilities.pdf.
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In recent months, people at Baker report that the jail is maintaining very few protocols to
protect the detained population against COVID-19 infection and that there is a significant rise in
cases, demonstrating a disregard for ICE’s own PRR as well as the agency’s own obligations
towards Gayle class members currently detained at Baker who remain subject to the litigation’s
settlement agreement. Some cells are overcrowded with four people assigned to one cell, which
does not allow for social distancing.

This central concern is named in both the February 10, 2022 and May 3, 2022
petitions received by Freedom for Immigrants, as well as multiple individual reports:

● On February 3, 2022, Petrona Lopez reported a significant spread of COVID-19
in the facility. On February 11, 2022, Ms. Lopez reported to FFI’s Hotline that
officials placed someone who was COVID-19 positive in the room with her
and others who were not infected with the coronavirus, including at-risk
people like herself.41 Ms. Lopez also reported that a dangerous chemical was
being sprayed. She informed Freedom for Immigrants that Baker staff was
spraying a chlorine product in the rooms approximately every 15 days. Though
she had a mask, the chlorine got inside it, causing her and others to experience
headaches. Ms. Lopez expressed concern for her health due to the lack of
ventilation in the rooms.42

● On February 4, 2022, Delroy Grant reported to FFI’s Hotline that Baker staff do
not provide any cleaning supplies or sanitary equipment, and that they are given
one disposable mask once or twice a month, which those detained are expected to
use for those weeks.

● On February 4, 2022, Cosme Frías reported to FFI’s Hotline that medical staff and
providers do not use gloves or hand sanitizer when they are drawing blood or
attending to patients.

● On May 3, 2022, Travis Russell reported to FFI’s Hotline that staff do not use
personal protective equipment (PPE) to distribute medicine, food, or at any other
time. Previously, PPE was available right near the front door of the facility for
everyone, but Baker had ceased to make PPE available. He also stated healthcare
workers refuse to use the PPE they have available to them.

42 Note that the ICE PRR requires the following, “Facilities shall report confirmed or suspected cases of
detainees suffering adverse reactions to cleaning supplies or chemicals to the local ERO Field Office
Director and Deputy Field Office Director (or their designees) and Field Medical Coordinator. ICE will
promptly investigate reports of adverse reactions to cleaning supplies or chemicals used for disinfection
of COVID-19.” See Id. at 35.

41 ICE’s own Pandemic Response Requirements state that, “Detainees who test positive will be isolated as
described in the PRR until medically cleared in accordance to CDC guidelines.” See U.S. Immigration
and Customs Enforcement, Enforcement and Removal Operations COVID-19 Pandemic Response
Requirements at 18 (Version 9.0, June 13, 2022),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/coronavirus/eroCOVID19responseReqsCleanFacilities.pdf.
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Baker staff provide detained people one disposable mask once or twice a month with
the expectation that the one single mask lasts them for weeks. Many Baker staff do not
wear masks, increasing the risk that COVID-19 is spread between housing units or brought
in from the community. The jail reportedly maintains one quarantine unit; however, the
procedures relating to quarantine are unclear and inconsistent.

Access to hygiene and cleaning supplies became particularly important with the
COVID-19 pandemic, yet Baker does not provide bleach for cleaning of the housing units or
sufficient amounts of soap for handwashing. Baker does not provide the detained population with
hand sanitizer. The lack of access to a sufficient stock of hygiene supplies, including soap and
hand sanitizer, directly contravenes ICE’s PRR policies, which require that these supplies not
only be available and on hand for detained people to access, but that there also be a plan in place
to restock as necessary.43 ICE’s PRR further state that access to soap and running water for
handwashing be unlimited and at no-cost to detained people, so intentional shutoffs of water for
extended periods of time, including in the sinks and showers of people’s cells, by Baker staff are
in direct violation of these COVID-19 protection policies.44

E. Racialized Harassment and Targeting

“It’s comical. The way you’re shaking out your socks is similar to the way you and your family
got whipped back in the day.” - Officer’s comment to Mr. Saleem Sabassa while doing laundry.

Individuals detained at Baker have reported that repeated incidents of racist abuse and
harassment are a systemic problem at Baker County Detention Center, which fit within a long
pattern of abuse and anti-Black racism that Black immigrants experience within ICE custody, in
general, and at Baker under the Miami Field Office’s oversight, in particular.

Marlissa Joseph reports experiencing targeted racial harassment from a woman who
works at the commissary office. After a group of detained women complained about this staff
person, on May 18, 2022, she called Ms. Joseph the N-word and attempted to assault her.
Others had to hold the staff person back to prevent her from attacking Ms. Joseph. After
this incident, guards threatened to place Ms. Joseph in solitary confinement for 30 days
despite the fact that she was the victim of the attack. On a separate occasion, another
officer also called Ms. Joseph the N-word. She reports that guards have labeled her as a
troublemaker and target her. FFI received a similar report to its hotline in May 2022, when one
man reported that staff have made racially biased comments and stated that the guards do not
care about the wellbeing of detained people. On July 15, 2022, Travis Russell reported that he
has heard Baker staff make racist and anti-immigrant comments against individuals in ICE

44 Id. at 33.
43 Id. at 32.
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custody, including call men the N-word and making statements like, “Go back where you came
from!,” and “If you don’t like it here [at Baker], sign and go back to your country.”

Mr. Saleem Sabassa also experienced targeted racist harassment. On April 27, 2021,
Officer Brickman told Mr. Sabassa, while he was folding laundry, that the way he was shaking
out his socks was similar to the way “you and your family got whipped back in the day.” To
mention whipping to a Black person is undeniably and completely racist. Officer Brickman made
this comment to deliberately intimidate, threaten, and assert his power over Mr. Sabassa. Mr.
Sabassa called the ICE ERO Detention Reporting and Information Line (DRIL) by dialing 9116#
to report the harassment to ICE four times, but he has not received a response.

There is also a clear pattern of discrimination against people who do not speak English.
Mr. Lopez Pleitez reported to the hotline on March 10, 2022 that guards tell Spanish speakers
to “learn English or don’t speak at all.” One person detained in the women’s housing unit
reported that Officer Baron slammed the door in the face of a woman who did not speak
English well. One officer yelled, “Can someone translate for this child who doesn’t speak
English?” Mr. Cosme Frías reported to the hotline on February 4, 2022 that ICE officers
discriminate against non-English speakers and make comments about how they need to speak
English because “this is America,” or go back to their home countries.

The 2019 National Detention Standards clearly state that detained people have “the right
to freedom from discrimination based on race, religion, national origin, color, gender, sex, age,
sexual orientation, disability, or political beliefs.”45 The abuse experienced by people at Baker is
clearly motivated by race and national origin, in the case of Spanish speakers.

Moreover, Ms. Joseph and Mr. Saleem Sabassa’s experiences fit within a pattern and
practice of documented anti-Black racism in ICE detention facilities and under the Miami Field
Office, specifically. Multiple civil rights complaints and DHS oversight memos have already
called for an investigation of ICE officers’ and private prison guards’ illegal use of threats,
verbal harassment, coercion, and direct force against Black people detained in detention centers.
A 2019 report on South Florida detention facilities under the Miami Field Office cites
disproportionate use of force and racial slurs directed at Black immigrants by ICE officers.46 On
October 6, 2021, UndocuBlack Network, Haitian Bridge Alliance, Freedom for Immigrants, and
the National Immigration Project of the National Lawyers Guild submitted a CRCL complaint on
behalf of several individuals detained at Krome Service Processing Center, which detailed,
amongst other harms, that detained individuals were being bullied into signing deportation

46 Southern Poverty Law Center and Americans for Immigrant Justice, Prison By Any Other Name: A
Report on South Florida Detention Centers (December 9, 2019),
https://www.splcenter.org/sites/default/files/cjr_fla_detention_report-final_1.pdf.

45 2019 NDS, Standard 3.1 Disciplinary System, M. Notice to Detainees, at 95.
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papers, sometimes with accompanying racist verbal abuse.47 On November 18, 2021, a memo
was sent to DHS on anti-black racism at Glades Detention Center, including veiled death threats,
verbal abuse, assault, pepper spray, and allegations of expedited deportations for public
reporting.48

Unfortunately, Baker serves as another example of this systemic failure in ICE detention,
demonstrating that immigrants of color are especially vulnerable for mistreatment, with no
access to appropriate oversight by those in positions of authority. The mistreatment which the
complaint participants have experienced also falls within the pattern of racialized abuse by
detention center staff, a practice which ICE leadership has effectively condoned.49

F. Impediments to Accessing Legal Counsel and the Courts and Language
Barriers

Individuals detained at Baker also face considerable challenges communicating with their
attorneys. Many individuals are fighting deportation, seeking asylum, or pursuing other forms of
immigration relief. Their cases often involve sensitive, highly confidential information–for
example, about specific dangers they would face if deported. Yet Baker does not provide any
opportunity for detained individuals to have private, confidential remote visits with attorneys.
Instead, scheduled attorney calls take place in the law library, where an officer is typically
stationed and can overhear the entire conversation. Other detained individuals are also often
present in the law library, further undermining the confidentiality of legal calls.

Baker’s law library fails to provide detained people with the materials they need to have
meaningful access to the courts. There are no books or other printed materials in the library.
Non-profit legal organizations and law school clinics have observed through tours of Baker that
the only resource available is a computer with a dated version of LexisNexis to which select
court decisions have been uploaded. The database is difficult to navigate, and court decisions
appear to be available exclusively in English. This leaves detained individuals unable to conduct

49 The State of Black Immigrants, Black Immigrants for Just Immigration (last accessed July 1, 2022),
http://baji.org/wp-content/uploads/2020/03/sobi-fullreport-jan22.pdf.

48 Memorandum to U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Racism at Glades County Detention Center
(November 18, 2021),
https://www.aclufl.org/sites/default/files/field_documents/memo_to_dhs_re_racism_at_glades_detention_
center_11.18.21.pdf.

47 Letter to ICE Field Office Director Ripa, CRCL Officer Culliton-Gonzalez, and Project Manager
Majeski re: COVID-19 Negligence, Sexual Assault, Retaliation, Verbal Abuse, Religious Discrimination,
Anti-Blackness, and Deplorable Conditions at Krome North Services Processing Center in Miami, Florida
(October 6, 2021),
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5a33042eb078691c386e7bce/t/615defe5e76a986c1af29d7a/163354
6214397/Multi-Individual+CRCL+Anti-Blackness+and+Other+Abuse+of+Black+immigrants+at+Krome
+Oct+2021.pdf.
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meaningful legal research and prepare the documents necessary to pursue their cases.

There is also a significant issue with access to translation services. Neither Baker County
Sheriff’s Office or Armor medical staff, the contractor providing medical care at the jail,
consistently rely on translation services to speak with detained individuals, and the vast majority
of staff do not have foreign language skills. The failure to communicate effectively with detained
individuals has impeded access to sufficient medical care and information about their
immigration cases. Further, there is a failure to provide documentation in the individual’s native
language, meaning that detained individuals are often pressured to sign legally binding
documents that are impossible for them to understand.

III. Blocked Grievances and Inspections

“I'm going to keep calling Washington, and I know I have family who love me who will call them
too.” – Marlissa Joseph

With requests going unanswered and inhumane conditions continuing, many at Baker
have turned to filing grievances and calling oversight groups in Washington D.C. to report
complaints. However, this has not been without risk or threat. For example, one woman reported
that after she filed a grievance, Captain Blue, who is the head of corrections at Baker, came into
the women’s housing unit and asked, “Why are you calling Washington?,” as if to intimidate the
women and alert them that Baker staff know complaints are being filed against them.

On June 8, 2022, Marlissa Joseph reported to AIJ that Baker officers told her and
others in her housing unit to stop filing complaints. When the Baker staff does respond to
grievances, they write arbitrarily that the complaints are invalid, unsubstantiated, and that
nothing is wrong. Similarly, Marlissa Joseph shared with AIJ in early June 2022 that one Baker
officer brushed off a complaint and responded, “This is a jail.” Problems with the grievance
process were also noted during an unannounced inspection by the Office of Inspector General
(OIG) in July 2020. Specifically, staff did not respond to grievances in a timely manner–which
could discourage detained people from filing further grievances.50 This clearly hampers detained
people’s ability to testify to–and do anything to rectify–conditions. Despite this finding by the
OIG, serious problems with the grievance process persist. For instance, in early May of this year,
one man reported that Baker staff do not deliver filed complaints to the appropriate staff,
meaning the issues go unaddressed.

50 See, Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, OIG-20-45, Capping Report:
Observations of Unannounced Inspections of ICE Facilities in 2019 at 7 (Jul. 1, 2020),
https://www.oig.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/assets/2020-07/OIG-20-45-Jul20.pdf.
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One officer reportedly slammed the housing unit door shut in the face of one woman,
Samantha Lindsay, to which she responded that she would “call Washington” and make a
complaint. The officer who slammed the door returned to the unit, screaming, and spit in
Ms. Lindsay’s face. Later, Captain Blue came and said in a mocking tone, “What do you want
me to do, fire her?”

People detained report in public petitions that Baker staff actively block calls to
organizations that receive reports of abuses and support detained people as well as oversight
agencies responsible for investigating complaints of detained immigrants. Likewise, Samantha
Lindsay reported that Baker restricts and manipulates their access to the free lines that ICE
requires the detained population have access to; for example, the free phone line to make reports
to the DHS Office of Inspector General, DHS Office of Civil Rights and Civil Liberties, and
other non-governmental organizations. One day, in May 2022, she attempted to call a reporting
line based in Washington D.C., and on her third attempt, her call was cut, and she was no longer
able to get through. The next morning, her calls still would not go through; once she entered the
dial code, a message played that said “restricted.” This continued for the rest of the day. Ms.
Lindsay wrote a complaint to ICE about this issue, and the line was restored afterwards.

A. Lack of Appropriate Oversight

Baker impedes detained people’s rights to report on egregious conditions at the facility,
and external entities that are charged with providing oversight have repeatedly failed to bring any
remedy or reform. Although oversight bodies, including the Office of Detention Oversight
(ODO) and CRCL have conducted inspections over the years–acknowledging detained people’s
complaints regarding “assault prevention and intervention, religious accommodation, appropriate
food, medical and mental health care, use of force, segregation, grievance systems, law libraries
and legal materials, recreation, visitation, and telephone access”51 and lack of nutrition (small
food portions), mistreatment, and delayed dental care52––these inspections have required only
minor changes at the facility and have not addressed the recurring issues detained people raise.

Many of the inspections are pre-arranged, giving the facility time to make temporary
changes. Multiple people have reported that when inspection groups or lawyers from non-profits
outside the Jacksonville area visit the jail, the kitchen staff cook something decent, like chicken,

52 See, Office of Detention Oversight, Compliance Inspection Enforcement and Removal Operations
Miami Field Office Baker County Detention Center Macclenny, Florida, U.S. Dep’t Homeland Security at
9 (Aug. 2013),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/foia/odo-compliance-inspections/2013-baker_county_detention_center_compl
iance_inspection_report_8-6-13_to_8-8-13.pdf.

51 Baker County Detention Center, Complaint Nos. 14-10 ICE-0292, 14-11-ICE 0329, 14-10-ICE-0385,
14-06-ICE-0386 and 15-03-ICE-0136 Complaint Closure and Final Recommendations at 1, (Aug. 29,
2016),
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/baker-county-detention-center_08-29-16_0.pdf.
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and start painting and posting flyers. When the inspectors leave, “they go back to serving cold
slop,” one woman added.

In 2010, shortly after Baker County Sheriff’s Office began detaining immigrants through
an intergovernmental service agreement with ICE, the ODO conducted a pre-arranged inspection
and found that the facility violated nine out of 21 detention standards, with 23 total areas of
deficiency.53 Even though Baker was notified of these areas of deficiency, they once again failed
to meet standards during a 2013 ODO inspection.54

Similar to many inspections of Baker, the 2013 ODO report focuses on documentation
practices and other minor deficiencies, such as inadequate supplies in the barber shop and a
failure to track detained people’s nationalities when they made requests to ICE.55 This is despite
the fact that during the inspection detained people reported serious concerns like lack of
nutrition (small food portions), mistreatment, and delayed dental care.56 These were given a
cursory check and dismissed. Furthermore, despite this focus on small deficiencies, the ODO
inspection revealed signs of serious issues at the facility that appear to have been dismissed. For
instance, there were five documented hunger strikes between 2010 and 2013 in which detained
people peacefully protested the conditions.57 Furthermore, the ODO inspection revealed that six
people had attempted suicide between 2010 and 2013 and 24 individuals were on suicide
watch.58

During this same period, Detention Watch Network (“DWN”) called for the facility’s
closure. DWN and their Florida partners’ site visit and interviews revealed that, due to privacy
concerns including being forced to discuss their health in front of multiple facility staff and other
detained people, individuals chose not to seek mental health care at Baker at all, “even though
one reported suffering from anxiety attacks and the other complained of feeling so depressed she
cried ‘all the time.’”59 This points to a serious–potentially deadly–disconnect between what
ODO evaluated during the inspections and the conditions people experience day-to-day at
Baker.

In 2016, CRCL investigated medical care and other conditions at Baker. For over nine
months during 2014, CRCL had received “numerous complaints alleging violations of civil

59 Romy Lerner, Baker County Jail, Florida: Expose & Close, Detention Watch Network at 4 (November
2012),
https://www.detentionwatchnetwork.org/sites/default/files/reports/DWN%20Expose%20and%20Close%2
0Baker%20County.pdf.

58 Id. at 7.
57 Id. at 5.
56 Id. at 9.
55 Id. at 13, 22.
54 Id.
53 Id. at 2.
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rights and civil liberties in regard to conditions of detention for ICE people detained in custody at
BCDC.”60 Complaints covered a host of problems at Baker, including “assault prevention and
intervention, religious accommodation, appropriate food, medical and mental health care,
use of force, segregation, grievance systems, law libraries and legal materials, recreation,
visitation, and telephone access.”61 Despite this range of concerns, CRCL’s three-day on-site
visit in February 2015 only resulted in two “priority medical recommendations”, specifically, the
time at which medicine was distributed and the process for collecting sick call notes. In August
2016, CRCL issued a memo stating that “following a collaborative process between ICE and
CRCL, CRCL considers the issues identified by the experts to be resolved and the complaints
closed.”62 Nonetheless, egregious medical abuse and neglect continued, as shown in the
testimonies above, as did the numerous other abuses detained people reported to CRCL in 2014.

Meanwhile, Nakamoto group inspections occur annually, but they have been accused of
“rubber-stamping” this facility with a “meets standards” rating, despite all of the concerns raised
above.63 The Office of the Inspector General (OIG) has stated that inspections by the Nakamoto
Group are “not consistently thorough” and that “its inspections do not fully examine actual
conditions.”64 Furthermore, Nakamoto inspections are announced ahead of time and performed
by a staff of former wardens and jail superintendents.65 The most recent Nakamoto inspection
happened in early May 2022, during a mass hunger strike, according to reports from detained
people to the Freedom for Immigrants Hotline, though it appears the report has yet to be made
public. During Nakamoto’s visit, Baker staff reportedly only selected people from the one pod
that had “given up” and become resigned to the conditions at the jail. Because it was a
pre-planned inspection, Baker staff were able to select detained people they thought would speak
well of the jail, while others who had signed up to speak with inspectors were not permitted to do
so. Detained people reported to Americans for Immigrant Justice that interviews took place in

65 Monsy Alvarado, et al., Deaths in custody. Sexual violence. Hunger strikes. What we uncovered inside
ICE facilities across the US., USA Today News (last updated Apr. 23, 2020),
https://www.usatoday.com/in-depth/news/nation/2019/12/19/ice-asylum-under-trump-exclusive-look-us-i
mmigration-detention/4381404002/.

64 Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, OIG-18-67, ICE’s Inspections and
Monitoring of Detention Facilities Do Not Lead to Sustained Compliance or Systematic Improvements at
4 (June 26, 2018),
https://www.oig.dhs.gov/reports/2018/ices-inspections-and-monitoring-detention-facilities-do-not-lead-su
stained-compliance.

63 Rebekah Entralgo, Federal contractor was reportedly misleading about conditions in ICE facilities,
ThinkProgress (Jul. 30, 2019),
https://archive.thinkprogress.org/federal-contractor-was-reportedly-misleading-about-conditions-in-ice-fa
cilities-f7dab2ebfa00/.

62 Id.
61 Id.

60 Baker County Detention Center, Complaint Nos. 14-10 ICE-0292, 14-11-ICE 0329, 14-10-ICE-0385,
14-06-ICE-0386 and 15-03-ICE-0136 Complaint Closure and Final Recommendations at 1, (Aug. 29,
2016),
https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/baker-county-detention-center_08-29-16_0.pdf.
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the booking area rather than the dorms, so inspectors did not have the opportunity to interview
additional individuals who wanted to report abuses.

In the previous Nakamoto inspection, from 2021, Nakamoto found 13 deficient areas at
Baker, including three deficiencies in environmental health and safety, one deficiency in sexual
abuse and assault prevention, and two in suicide prevention and intervention–yet seemingly
rubber stamped their approval of the facility as “meets standards” as they have in the past. The
inspection provides no details whatsoever on these deficiencies.66 With all detention center
inspections, whether conducted by Nakamoto or others, the OIG found that “ICE does not
adequately follow up on identified deficiencies or systematically hold facilities accountable
for correcting deficiencies.” 67

An unannounced inspection in 2019 by the OIG itself was slightly more rigorous, yet
once again did not result in the necessary changes. For instance, the OIG found “segregation
practices that infringe on detainee rights” and “living conditions… that violate ICE standards.”68

The report concluded that the noncompliance with detention standards of care at Baker and three
other facilities “inhibit the facilities’ ability to establish environments that protect the rights,
health, and safety of people detained.”69 Ultimately, however, the OIG’s focus was on Baker’s
documentation practices––improperly logged “segregation activities,” for instance––rather than
core issues like those that detained people have brought forward in this complaint, such as
medical neglect and racist, anti-immigrant abuse. Furthermore, the findings were addressed to
ICE, which reportedly agreed with the report recommendations and described corrective actions
to address the issues. When ICE indicated they would address the issues, the OIG considered
their recommendations “resolved and open.”70 This type of internal policing leaves no real way
for detained people, advocates, or the general public to know if the appropriate corrective
measures were taken. Meanwhile, deplorable conditions such as those documented in our
complaint remain unchanged.

It is clear that numerous oversight bodies have inspected Baker, yet eyewitness accounts
continue to detail abhorrent conditions that not only infringe on detained people’s rights but put

70 See, Id. at 15.
69 Id. at “DHS OIG Highlights”.

68 Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, OIG-20-45, Capping Report:
Observations of Unannounced Inspections of ICE Facilities in 2019 at 4 (Jul. 1, 2020),
https://www.oig.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/assets/2020-07/OIG-20-45-Jul20.pdf.

67 Office of the Inspector General, U.S. Dep’t of Homeland Security, OIG-18-67, ICE’s Inspections and
Monitoring of Detention Facilities Do Not Lead to Sustained Compliance or Systematic Improvements at
4 (June 26, 2018),
https://www.oig.dhs.gov/reports/2018/ices-inspections-and-monitoring-detention-facilities-do-not-lead-su
stained-compliance.

66 Annual Inspection of the Baker County Detention Center at 2, (May 20, 2021),
https://www.ice.gov/doclib/facilityInspections/BakerCoDetCntr_CL_05-20-2021.pdf.
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their lives in danger. It is therefore clear that radical change is needed. It is not a matter of
applying the old formula and finding the right oversight body when those charged with
holding the facility accountable have failed. ICE must end its contract with Baker County
immediately.

IV. Recommendations & Conclusions

Given that significant human rights violations have been well documented at Baker for
many years, including in investigations by oversight bodies, yet no significant changes have been
made to ensure the rights and welfare of detained people, we reiterate that Baker County
Detention Center must be closed as they have proven unable or unwilling to ensure the safe and
appropriate care they are contracted to uphold. Given the litany of recent complaints and
allegations reported above, we make the following recommendations and ask for your immediate
intervention into the ongoing harms occurring at the Baker County Detention Center:

1.) Recommend that ICE permanently terminate the IGSA with Baker County, given the
extensive evidence that Baker County is unable to safely and responsibly house
immigrants in ICE detention in compliance with the National Detention Standards and
the United States Constitution;

2.) Recommend the immediate release of all individuals suffering at Baker while closure is
considered, with priority to all individuals detained over 180 days; those who are
medically vulnerable, including but not limited to those who may be subject to release
pursuant to Fraihat v. ICE; and those who have been targeted or suffered retaliation after
bravely going public with their experience at Baker;

3.) Ensure protection from retaliation for all complaint participants, including stays of
deportation for those remaining in ICE custody at Baker and protection from
redetainment for those living in community;

4.) Ensure accountability by investigating the abuses at Baker through unannounced
inspections; interviews with impacted individuals; and a thorough review of medical
records, video surveillance footage, and any and all other evidence substantiating the
complaints about Baker, holding accountable those legally responsible for their
wrongdoing.

We appreciate your prompt attention to this issue. Should you have any questions, please
contact Rebecca Talbot of Immigrant Action Alliance at rebecca@immigrantactionalliance.org,
Andrea Jacoski of Americans for Immigrant Justice at ajacoski@aijustice.org, or Sofia Casini of
Freedom for Immigrants at scasini@freedomforimmigrants.org.

Sincerely,
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Rebecca Talbot
Campaign Organizer
Immigrant Action Alliance
rebecca@immigrantactionalliance.org

Lily Hartmann
Jonathan Demme Human Rights Advocate
Americans for Immigrant Justice
6355 NW 36th Street Ste. 2201
Miami, FL 33166
lhartmann@aijustice.org

Andrea Jacoski, Esq.
Director, Detention Program
Americans for Immigrant Justice
6355 NW 36th Street Ste. 2201
Miami, FL 33166
ajacoski@aijustice.org

Sofia Casini
Director for Advocacy and Visitation Strategies
Freedom for Immigrants
1322 Webster Street #300
Oakland, CA 94612
scasini@freedomforimmigrants.org
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Zeno Roller
Direct Advocacy Team Leader
Freedom for Immigrants
1322 Webster Street #300
Oakland, CA 94612
zrlr@protonmail.com

CC:

Scotty Rhoden, Sheriff
Evelyn Blue, Captain
Baker County Sheriff's Office
srhoden@bakerso.com
evelyn.blue@bakerso.com
bsnow@bakerso.com

Appendix A: February 22, 2022 Petition requesting support with 37 signatories

Appendix B: Petition received May 5, 2022 by FFI requesting external support with 130
signatories sent to Freedom For Immigrants

Appendix C: Letters sent by complainants to FFI detailing conditions and retaliation
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Appendix C
Letter 1: written May 13, 2022 from Cosme Frias and others 
to Freedom for Immigrants raising concerns of retaliation 
following May 3 hunger strike.

















Appendix C
Letter 2: Sent by Cosme Frias and others to Freedom for 

Immigrants received May 5th along with Appendix B






